Nalytics SARs Solution
Sneak Preview of the New Nalytics SARs Solution
The Nalytics solution for Subject Access Requests – Nalytics SARs – provides a framework through which organizations can perform all required SARs
activities from curation of data, through sifting, review, redaction and finally packaging of data for dissemination to the requestor.
There has been a tremendously positive response to Nalytics SARs, with our customers finding it to be invaluable in their quest to produce accurate,
fast and compliant responses to Subject Access Requests.
Built on this success and with the aim of expanding the capabilities and enhancing the user experience we are producing a new and improved Nalytics
SARs solution. Nalytics SARs 2.0 is in the final stages of development and is in line for release this Summer.
We are very much driven by the needs of our customers and so have listened to their suggestions for changes and additions to make this version of
Nalytics SARs even more valuable in their SAR response process.

To whet your appetite, here is a flavour of just a few things that Nalytics SARs 2.0 will provide…

•

The user interface has been re-designed to have a modern look and feel. The intention is to provide a clean and intuitive solution that can be
use immediately users are given access and with no training required. Easy to interpret menus provide access to all stages of the SARs process.
Breadcrumbs and Status Markers in the Header area provide context and an easy means of navigation.

•

Documents under review can be tagged to, e.g. classify their content or required actions associated with them

•

Automatic and manual redaction within a document or across the entire set of data is supported

We are really looking forward to bringing Nalytics SARs 2.0 to market. Fortunately, there isn’t too much time to wait.
More information about this exciting addition to the Nalytics solution product range will be released shortly. Meanwhile, if you would like
a demonstration, please let us know by emailing info@nalytics.com
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